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Abstract. Exon-shuffling is an important mecha-
nism accounting for the origin of many new proteins
in eukaryotes. However, its role in the creation of
proteins in the ancestor of prokaryotes and eukary-
otes is still debatable. Excess of symmetric exons is
thought to represent evidence for exon-shuffling since
the exchange of exons flanked by introns of the same
phase does not disrupt the reading frame of the host
gene. In this report, we found that there is a signifi-
cant correlation between symmetric units of shuffling
and the age of protein domains. Ancient domains,
present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, are more
frequently bounded by phase 0 introns and their
distribution is biased towards the central part of
proteins. Modern domains are more frequently
bounded by phase 1 introns and are present pre-
dominantly at the ends of proteins. We propose a
model in which shuffling of ancient domains mainly
flanked by phase 0 introns was important in the
ancestor of eukaryotes and prokaryotes, during the
creation of the central part of proteins. Shuffling of
modern domains, predominantly flanked by phase 1
introns, accounted for the origin of the extremities of
proteins during eukaryotic evolution.

Key words: Exon-shuffling — Introns-early — In-
trons-late — Protein domains

Introduction

Several studies in the last decade have allowed the
emergence of a synthetic theory of intron evolution
(de Souza et al. 1998; de Souza 2003; Roy et al. 1999;
Roy 2003). This theory represents an attempt to
reconcile different aspects of two divergent theories
on intron evolution; the ‘‘introns-early’’ (Blake 1978;
Doolittle 1978; Gilbert 1978, 1987) and the ‘‘introns-
late’’ theories (Cavalier-Smith 1991; Palmer and
Logsdon 1991; Stoltzfus et al. 1994). The major focus
of disagreement between these two theories is the date
of origin of the first introns, before or after the
divergence of eukaryotes and prokaryotes. As a
consequence, ‘‘introns-early’’ advocates postulate
that exon-shuffling (intron-mediated recombination
between unrelated genes) contributed to the building
of proteins in the progenote (the ancestor of prok-
aryotes and eukaryotes) while this process would be
restricted to eukaryotes according to proponents of
the ‘‘introns-late’’ theory. The synthetic theory of
intron evolution attempts to reconcile these opposing
views by postulating that a fraction of present-day
phase 0 introns (those present between codons)
antedates the eukaryote/prokaryote divergence while
the remaining introns are acquisitions by the
eukaryotes (de Souza et al. 1998; de Souza 2003; Roy
et al. 1999; Roy 2003). Support for this theory comes
from the following observations: (1) the higher fre-
quency of phase 0 introns in almost all eukaryotes
(Fedorov et al. 1992; Long et al. 1995); (2) the even
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higher frequency of phase 0 introns in genes whose
origins antedate the divergence of eukaryotes and
prokaryotes (Long et al. 1995); (3) the correlation
between phase 0 introns and the boundaries of pro-
tein modules in a set of ancient proteins (de Souza
et al 1998; Fedorov et al. 2001); (4) the even stronger
correlation between phase 0 introns that are con-
served in several kingdoms and the boundaries of
protein modules (Fedorov et al. 2003; Roy et al.
1999); and (5) the growing amount of evidence indi-
cating intron insertion as a frequent phenomenon in
the eukaryotic evolution (Palmer and Logsdon 1991;
Stoltzfus et al. 1997). Evidence for ancient exon-
shuffling (occurring in the progenote) comes from the
above correlation between phase 0 introns and the
boundaries of modules in ancient proteins. More
important, however, is the excess of symmetric exons
(flanked by introns of same phase) shown to exist in a
set of ancient proteins (de Souza et al. 1998; Long
et al. 1995). An excess of symmetric exons is evidence
for exon-shuffling because of the deleterious effect of
the shuffling of genetic units with a length not a
multiple of 3 nucleotides, which could cause a frame-
shift in the host gene (Patthy 1987, 1991).

Recently, Kaessmann et al. (2002) investigated
the role of exon-shuffling in the construction of
human proteins. They found that introns present at
the boundaries of protein domains show a highly
significant excess of symmetrical combinations.
Internal introns present in the same domains do not
show the same pattern. More recently, a corre-
spondence between protein domains and exon
boundaries was found for other organisms as well
(Liu and Grigoriev 2004). The most important
observation from Kaessmann et al. (2002) regarding
the evolution of introns is an overrepresentation of
0-0 symmetrical domains in a set of ancient domains
(domains present in both eukaryotic and prokary-
otic sequences). Furthermore, they also confirmed
that 1-1 symmetrical domains are significantly
overrepresented in modern domains, an observation
made earlier by Patthy (1991, 1999, 2003). Although
the excess of 0-0 ancient domains was not statisti-
cally significant, it was suggestive of primordial
domain shuffling in the progenote.

The data from Kaessmann et al. (2002), together
with all the remaining evidence for the synthetic
theory of intron evolution discussed above, moti-
vated us to further explore the distribution of ancient
and modern domains along proteins. We found that
the excess of symmetric domains was not homoge-
neously distributed and that it was correlated to the
age of the domains. Ancient domains flanked by
phase 0 introns were predominantly located at the
central region of proteins, while 1-1 modern domains
occurred more frequently at the extremities of pro-
teins. Based on this, we propose a model that

describes the contribution of ancient and modern
exon-shuffling to the construction of new proteins.
According to this model, shuffling of domains flanked
by phase 0 introns predominated in the progenote
and was important during the evolution of the core of
proteins, while recent domain shuffling, involving
predominantly phase 1 introns, occurred at the
extremities of proteins. This model represents a the-
oretical advancement regarding the evolution of
exon-shuffling and gives further support to both the
synthetic theory of intron evolution and to the an-
cient nature of a fraction of present-day phase 0
introns.

Materials and Methods

Databases

In order to analyze the position of introns in relation to proteins,

we used the ExInt database release 133 (Sakharkar et al. 2002).

This database is composed of 134,442 sequences from GenBank

containing annotated introns with their position and phase indexed

with respect to the amino acid sequences. Filtered databases were

generated from ExInt to eliminate GenBank redundancy as pre-

viously explained (Long et al. 1995). In short, all sequences were

aligned to each other using FASTA (Pearson and Lipman 1988).

Then, we calculated the identity of all pairwise alignments by

multiplying the alignment identity (match percentage) by its length

and dividing this product by the size of the shortest sequence. Se-

quences were merged into single clusters based on the degree of

their identity, as calculated by the procedure described above (here

called recalculated identity). Each filtered database was generated

by selecting one representative sequence (the one with most exons)

from each cluster. Two databases were generated: one with se-

quences presenting 99% or more of recalculated identity, used to

eliminate duplicate and partial sequences yielding 99,583 proteins,

and another with sequences presenting 20% or more of recalculated

identity, used to eliminate homologous sequences yielding 27,708

proteins.

To select ancient proteins, the proportion of the proteins similar

to prokaryotic genes was assessed by aligning amino acids se-

quences from ExInt to the bacterial sequences from the SWISS-

PROT database (release 41; Boeckmann et al. 2003) using Blastp

with E-value threshold £10)4 (Altschul et al. 1997). In addition,

8755 sequences from ExInt homologous to 276 ancient proteins

previously used by Fedorov et al. (2001) were selected (using the

same criteria as above) as an independent set of ancient proteins.

Protein domains were selected from Pfam (Bateman et al. 2002)

and were grouped by age using taxonomic information following

criteria similar to Kaessmann et al. (2002). We considered domains

as ancient when they were shared by eukaryotes and prokaryotes

whereas modern domains were defined as those exclusive to

eukaryotes.

Frequency of Intron Phase and Symmetric Exons

All protein sequences from ExInt were analyzed with respect to

their intron phase distribution and symmetric and non-symmetric

exons as previously described (Long et al. 1995). The three classes

of intron phase were counted, their distributions obtained, and the

differences were statistically tested by chi-squared tests. The nine

classes of exons (with respect to their intron phase correlation) were

counted and their distributions were analyzed in comparison to the
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expected values, calculated based on the frequency of their flanking

introns.

Protein Regions for Analysis of Symmetric Exons

The distributions of intron phases and symmetric exons were

analyzed along the sequences corresponding to protein domains.

Every sequence was divided in three equal parts (0–33, 34–66,

67–100%) where exon frequencies were analyzed separately. Exons

were only counted if both their flanking introns were located inside

the protein region analyzed. Since exon-shuffling events may in-

volve more than one protein domain, we decided to count as a

single domain region those domains that were separated by either

five or fewer amino acids or by less than 10% of the protein�s length
(but not by more than 50 amino acids). This procedure was only

used for this analysis and allowed the identification of exons

encompassing more than one domain.

Domain Distribution

The domain content of protein sequences was analyzed using Pfam

12 (Bateman et al. 2002). The positions in the protein of the domain

hits with E-value £ 0.1 were annotated. The positions in amino acid

coordinates were converted to percentages of the protein length.

The plots shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 4 present the summed relative

frequency of each percent position of all proteins in a given dataset,

as a function of protein length (1–100%).

Simulation of Exon Distribution

Simulations were performed to verify if the difference in the dis-

tribution of the excess of symmetric exons between the different

protein regions was significant. Five thousand iterations for each

analysis were performed in which only the distribution of exons

varied. The number of sequences, number of introns, their posi-

tions, the frequency of intron phases, the frequency of the dif-

ferent types of exons (symmetric and non-symmetric), and the

regions where ancient and modern domains were located in the

simulated data were the same as in the observed data. The in-

stances in which the distributions of excess of symmetric exons

were similar to the observed distributions were counted. Distri-

butions were considered similar when they presented an excess of

exons 1-1 at the extremities of the proteins at least 3.5% higher

than the excess observed in the central part and an excess of

exons 0-0 in the central part of the protein 6.0% higher than the

excess observed at the extremities. These values correspond to

half of the smallest differences between those regions in the real

data.

Analysis of Domains Flanked by Introns

To characterize the domains that corresponded to exons or to sets

of exons in the ExInt dataset, we identified domains that were

bounded by introns. We used the criteria developed by Kaessmann

et al. (2002) to determine the relationship between domain

boundaries and the position of flanking introns: | dn ) in | +

| dc ) ic | < 0.1 Æ (dc ) dn ). dn and dc represent the amino and

carboxy terminal coordinates of the domain, respectively, whereas

in and ic are the analogous coordinates of the flanking introns. To

define a domain as flanked by introns, the sum of the differences

between the domain boundaries and the positions of flanking in-

trons had to be less than 10% of the domain length. If there were

more than one intron located in the flanking region, we chose the

closest one.

Observed and expected numbers of symmetric domains (0-0 and

1-1) were compared to assess the deviation of their distribution in

ancient and modern domains. Expected values were calculated

based on the frequencies of 0-0 and 1-1 domains using both data-

sets (ancient and modern) together (Kaessmann et al. 2002). Sim-

ulations of 10,000 iterations were performed to evaluate significant

deviations. Each iteration selects 0-0 and 1-1 domains with fre-

quencies calculated independently of the age of the domain. Cases

where the number of 0-0 ancient and 1-1 modern domains were

equal or higher as well as the number of 0-0 modern and 1-1 an-

cient domains were equal or higher than the observed value were

counted to measure the significance of the data.

Results and Discussion

The Distribution of Ancient and Modern Domains
Along Proteins Depends on Their Age

Domains were classified as either ancient or modern
according to Pfam�s taxonomy (see Materials and
Methods). Ancient and modern domains can be
present in proteins that contain only either ancient or
modern domains (here called ‘‘simple’’ proteins) and
in proteins with both ancient and modern domains
(here called ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins). Figure 1 shows the
distribution of ancient and modern domains along
‘‘simple’’ and ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins in the ExInt data-
base. For the size of the different datasets, see
Table 1. The distribution of these domains was not
homogeneous along proteins. Ancient and modern
domains presented the same central distribution in
the dataset of ‘‘simple’’ proteins (Fig. 1C and D). In
the dataset of ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins, modern domains
were preferentially located at their extremities
(Fig. 1A) while ancient domains were located more
centrally (Fig. 1B). These data suggested a very sim-
ple mode of protein evolution where modern domains
were acquired at the extremities of ancient proteins,
probably because these regions were more tolerant to
the addition of new protein domains. Interestingly,
the distribution of ancient domains in ‘‘hybrid’’
proteins, although predominantly central, was
slightly shifted towards the carboxy end (Fig. 1B). In
agreement with that, the peak of modern domains in
the same set of proteins was much higher at the
amino portion of the proteins, suggesting that new
domains were more frequently acquired by proteins
at their amino end.

The set of ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins was probably com-
posed of both ancient proteins (originated before the
divergence between prokaryotes and eukaryotes) and
modern proteins. Since our criterion for the inclusion
of a protein in this dataset was simply the presence of
ancient and modern domains in the same molecule, it
also contained modern proteins that acquired an
ancient domain by modern domain shuffling. In the
set of ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins, we identified those in which
more than 40% of their length was similar to bacterial
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sequences (see Materials and Methods for details),
corresponding to the fraction of ancient proteins
within this set. Figure 2A shows that the pattern
observed in ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins in Fig. 1, with ancient
domains in the center and modern domains at the
extremities, was enhanced when only ancient proteins
were considered. The same pattern was also observed
in an independent set of ExInt sequences homologous
to the 276 ancient proteins identified by Fedorov et
al. (2001) (Fig. 2B). What are the mechanisms
responsible for the acquisition of protein domains?
Kaessmann et al. (2002) and Liu and Grigoriev
(2004) observed a high excess of introns of the same
phase flanking domains, suggesting that exon-shuf-
fling is the most important mechanism responsible for
domain shuffling. Patthy (1996, 1999, 2003) has
extensively discussed that exon-shuffling has been
widely involved in the creation of new proteins in
metazoa through domain shuffling. Based on these
results, we evaluated the distribution of symmetric
exons along the protein domains analyzed in this
study.

The Distribution of Symmetric Exons Is Not
Homogeneous Within Protein Domains

Intron phase and symmetric exon distributions were
calculated using the ExInt database (Sakharkar et al.
2002). In a dataset of 537,987 introns, we observed a
higher frequency of phase zero (49%) followed by
phase one (28%) and phase two (23%) introns
(v2 = 65,873; d.f. = 2; p < 10)53). There was a
significant excess of symmetric exons as well: 10% of
excess for 0–0 exons, 23% of excess for 1-1 exons, and
12% of excess for 2–2 exons (v2 = 6,037; d.f. = 8;
p < 10)53). These data are in agreement with data
previously obtained (Long et al. 1995).

The distribution of the excesses of 0–0 and 1–1
exons was evaluated since those excesses are in the
center of several evolutionary arguments about exon-
shuffling and also due to the small size of the dataset
of 2-2 exons, which makes it more sensitive to sta-
tistical fluctuations. To render this result comparable

Table 1. The number of ancient and modern domains in the
ExInt purged database (99%, see Materials and Methods)

Dataset Ancient domains Modern domains

Proteins w/ only

ancient domains

55,106 (34,881) —

Proteins w/ only

modern domains

— 25,370 (18,776)

Proteins w/ ancient

and modern domains

8045 (4326) 6547 (4326)

Note: The number of proteins found in each dataset is noted in

parentheses

Fig. 1. Domain distributions along proteins from the ExInt
database purged with 99% of identity (see Materials and Methods).
Distribution of modern domains in ‘‘hybrid’’ (A) and ‘‘simple’’ (C)
proteins. The distribution of ancient domains in ‘‘hybrid’’ and
‘‘simple’’ proteins is shown in (B) and (D), respectively. The plots
present the summed relative frequency of each percent position of
all proteins in a given dataset, as a function of protein length
(1–100%).
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to the one presented in Fig. 1, we only evaluated
those exons that matched known protein domains
from Pfam in the set of ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins. Figure 3A
shows that the excess of 0-0 and 1-1 exons was not
equally distributed along all proteins from ExInt. The
excess of 0-0 exons was predominantly located in the
central portion of proteins while the excess of 1-1
exons was larger at the amino and carboxy ends of
the proteins. Simulations using random sets of in-
trons showed that the pattern observed in Fig. 3A
was observed in only one out of 5000 simulated sets
(p = 0.0002) (see Materials and Methods). An even
sharper pattern was observed in the set of ancient
proteins defined by us (Fig. 3B) and in the set of
ancient proteins defined by Fedorov et al. (2001)
(Fig. 3C). The pattern observed in these two last
datasets is rather qualitative as they both present a
small number of exons, especially for 1-1 exons.

The data from Figs. 1–3 suggested that shuffling
of 0-0 exons might be involved in the evolution of
ancient domains, while shuffling of 1-1 exons might
be more predominantly involved in the origin of
modern domains. Some independent observations
give support to this scenario. First, only phase 0 in-
trons are correlated with the boundaries of ancient

protein modules (de Souza et al. 1998; Fedorov et al.
2001). Furthermore, 1-1 exons are known to be in-
volved in recent exon-shuffling as shown for modern
proteins of multicellular organisms (Patthy 1991,
1996, 1999). Finally, Kaessmann et al. (2002) have
shown that ancient domains bounded by introns
present an excess of 0-0 exons and a depletion of 1-1
exons while the opposite was found for modern do-
mains. Based on these arguments, we evaluated the
distribution of ancient and modern domains flanked
by introns of the same phase (for the sake of sim-
plicity they will be called symmetric domains) along
proteins.

Distribution of Ancient and Modern Symmetric
Domains Along Proteins

We directly determined the distribution of symmetric
domains along proteins. For this analysis, we again
only used the set of ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins. Six thousand
and ten (6010) domains, out of 95,068 (6%) domains
found in 99% purged ExInt database, were bounded
by introns. This percentage is in agreement with the
results found by Kaessmann et al. (2002) using only
human genes. However, the number of sequences
analyzed is drastically reduced in comparison to the
whole domain dataset in our study, affecting the
intensity of the observed signals and its level of sta-
tistical significance. Both 0-0 and 1-1 modern do-
mains had distributions that were biased towards the
amino end of proteins (Fig. 4). This indicates that
new domains, independent of being 0-0 or 1-1, are
acquired mainly at the amino portion of proteins.
Symmetric 0-0 ancient domains were centrally dis-
tributed (Fig. 4A), while the distribution of 1-1 an-
cient domains was predominantly homogeneous
throughout the length of the protein, although
slightly higher at the extremities (Fig. 4B). These
distributions are in accordance with the model pro-
posed above in which modern domains would be
acquired at the extremities of proteins by exon-shuf-
fling mainly mediated by 1-1 exons. The central
portion of proteins, enriched with ancient domains,
would be constructed during evolution mainly
through the shuffling of 0-0 domains.

However, the interpretation of data from Fig. 4 is
more complex. de Souza et al. (1998) argued that a
small fraction of phase 1 introns existed in the proge-
note and, therefore, could be involved in the formation
of ancient domains. Indeed, Long et al. (1995) and de
Souza et al. (1998) found a significant excess of 1-1
exons in a set of ancient conserved regions. Our
observation of a homogeneous distribution of ancient
1-1 domains is in accordance with these previous
observations, since a small fraction of them could have
participated in the formation of the core of proteins.

Fig. 2. Domain distributions along ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins from the
ExInt database purged with 99% of identity. (A) Proteins with
sequence similarity to prokaryotic proteins ‡40%. (B) Proteins
homologous to 276 proteins selected by Fedorov et al. (2001).
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This is further supported by the pattern observed in
Figure 3A that shows a significant excess of 1-1 exons
in the central part of proteins. To make the scenario
even more complex, it is likely that ancient domains
were also involved in modern exon-shuffling events.
These events could explain the differences between the
distribution of ancient 0-0 and 1-1 domains, showing a
higher frequency of 1-1 domains at the end of proteins.
The differences between these two distributions might
also be due to an apparent selective advantage of 1-1
domains in shuffling events (Patthy 2003). Another
possibility is that a fraction of modern domains actu-
ally corresponds to ancient domains but was not clas-

sified as such because of the incompleteness of the
current protein databases.

Ancient and Modern Domains are Enriched with 0-0
and 1-1 Domains, Respectively

The data discussed in the last sections (Figs. 1–4)
raised the possibility that modern domains in pro-
teins are acquired at the extremities of proteins,
mainly through 1-1 exon-shuffling events, while
ancient 0-0 domains are centrally located. We per-
formed an analysis to directly verify the representa-

Fig. 3. Distribution of excess of symmetric exons
in three equally divided regions (0–33, 34–66,
67–100%) of the proteins from ExInt database
(purged with 99% of identity). The analyses were
performed only in the regions where domains
aligned. (A) ‘‘Hybrid’’ proteins (total number of
exons observed in all regions; 0-0: 3,537; 1-1: 1,020).
(B) ‘‘Hybrid’’ proteins with sequence similarity to
prokaryotic proteins ‡40% (total number of exons
observed in all regions; 0-0: 633; 1-1: 91). (C)
‘‘Hybrid’’ proteins homologous to 276 ancient
proteins selected by Fedorov et al. (2001) (total
number of exons observed in all regions, 0-0: 475;
1-1: 148).
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tion of both 0-0 and 1-1 shuffling units in ancient and
modern domains.

Kaessmann et al. (2002) had already shown, using
human sequences, that 1-1 domains are overrepre-
sented in modern domains. Furthermore, they also
found amarginal overrepresentation of 0-0 domains in
the set of ancient domains. In order to directly test this
association in our dataset, we checked the frequency of
domains flanked by introns of the same phase. Ancient
domains presented an excess of 0-0 domains and
depletion of 1-1 domains, whereas modern domains
showed the opposite pattern; an excess of 1-1 and a
depletion of 0-0 domains (Table 2). Simulations
involving random sets of the same size as the ancient
andmodern domains showed that the observed pattern
was significant (p £ 0.0116) (Table 2).

The Emergence of a Model of Protein Evolution
Involving Ancient and Modern Exon-Shuffling

The analysis presented here is a natural extension of
other reports (de Souza et al. 1996, 1998; Fedorov

et al. 2001; Kaessmann et al. 2002; Long et al. 1995).
In the present analysis, however, we were able to
establish a correlation between the age of protein
domains, their relative position along proteins and
the nature of the introns flanking their corresponding
genomic regions. Taken together, the data reported
here and the data published previously, as quoted
above, strongly suggest that these biased distributions
of ancient and modern domains are due to exon-
shuffling events occurring at different times during
protein evolution. More interestingly, the data allow
the proposal of a model that explains how ancient
and modern domains were acquired by proteins
(Fig. 5).

The model encompasses two major stages. In the
first stage, before the divergence of prokaryotes and
eukaryotes, the central portion of proteins was con-
structed mainly by the shuffling of domains flanked
by phase 0-0 introns. This is supported by the fol-
lowing observations: (1) 0-0 ancient domains are
preferentially located in the central portions of an-
cient proteins (Fig. 4), (2) ancient domains are en-

Fig. 4. Distribution of symmetric modern and
ancient domains along ‘‘hybrid’’ proteins. (A)
Domains 0-0 (183 proteins). (B) Domains 1-1
(143 proteins).
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riched with 0-0 exons and depleted of 1-1 exons
(Table 2 in this report and see Kaessmann et al.
2002), (3) the position of phase 0 introns is correlated
to the boundaries of protein modules as shown by
de Souza et al. (1998), Roy et al. (1999), and Fedorov
et al. (2001). The second stage of the model depicted
in Fig. 5 represents modern exon-shuffling involving
preferentially 1-1 exons occurring at the extremities
of ancient proteins. This is supported by the follow-
ing observations: (1) 1-1 modern domains are pref-
erentially located at the extremities of proteins
(Fig. 4), (2) modern domains are enriched with 1-1
exons and depleted of 0-0 exons (Table 2 in this re-
port and see Kaessmann et al. 2002), and (3) exon-
shuffling events in genes originated in multicellular
animals are strongly associated with 1-1 exons
(Patthy 1987, 1996, 1999, 2003).

It is important to emphasize that themodel does not
argue for the exclusive involvement of 0-0 and 1-1 do-
mains in exon-shuffling events before and after the
divergence between eukaryotes and prokaryotes,

respectively. Long et al. (1995) and de Souza et al.
(1998) observed a significant excess of 1-1 exons in
ancient conserved regions. Exons flanked by these
phase 1 introns couldbe involved indomain shuffling in
the progenote. However, domains flanked by phase 0
introns would be predominant in exon-shuffling events
in the progenote due to the excess of phase 0 introns.
For eukaryotes, the excess of 1-1 domains probably
reflects some selective advantage of this type of event.

Final Comments

Roy et al. (2002) elegantly showed that the signal of
ancient introns tends to weaken in genes having a
higher density of introns. Since sequence databases
continue to grow at an exponential rate, it is expected
that any signal of putative ancient introns could
eventually be washed out. Interestingly, Roy et al.
(2002) noticed that their observation matches the
expectation of the synthetic theory of intron evolution.

Table 2. Observed and expected numbers of ancient and modern symmetric domains (0-0 and 1-1) in the ExInt purged databases

Sequences of ExInt 99% Sequences of ExInt 20%

Exon Domain Obs Expa Excess (%) p* Obs Expa Excess (%) p*

0-0 Ancient 1,335 1,239 7.7 0 427 399 7 0.0115

0-0 Modern 473 569 )16.8 0 204 232 )12 0.0116

1-1 Ancient 356 502 )29.1 0 125 152 )17.7 0.0002

1-1 Modern 376 230 63.3 0 115 88 30.4 0.0002

aExpected values were calculated based on exon frequencies among all domains datasets (ancient + modern).

*p values were calculated by simulating 10,000 iterations.

Fig. 5. Scheme representing the
model proposed for the formation
of proteins by ancient and modern
events of exon-shuffling. Introns
are represented by black lines, 0-0
exons by open boxes, and 1-1 exons
by solid boxes.
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From a theoretical viewpoint, the model proposed in
the former report is important in the sense that it de-
fined new parameters and predictions to be tested. The
definition of subsets of introns believed to represent
the primordial ones is expected to enrich any signal
derived from them, if they are really ancient.

Recently, several reports have provided evidence
for a putative biased mechanism of intron insertion
that would lead to the observed higher frequency of
phase 0 introns (Coghlan and Wolfe 2004; Qiu et al.
2004; Sadusky et al. 2004; Wolf et al. 2000). Qiu et al.
(2004) argued that these observations, per se, weaken
the synthetic theory of intron evolution, since they
suggest that peculiarities on the distribution of phase
0 introns could be explained by a biased insertional
model. Their interpretation does not take into ac-
count an alternative model in which introns of dif-
ferent phases were inserted but are under differential
selection. Even if we assume conservatively that in-
tron insertion, by an unknown mechanism, is biased
towards phase 0 introns, we are still left with evidence
that cannot be explained by this model. One would
have to assume different types of biases in the
mechanism of intron insertion to explain all the re-
ported evidence such as the correlation between
phase zero introns and boundaries of proteins mod-
ules and excess of symmetric exons in ancient con-
served regions.

In summary, the data presented here not only give
support to the synthetic theory of intron evolution but
allow the emergence of a model that is, per se, an
extension of such a theory. In the last decade, studies
from different groups have generated convincing evi-
dence for the ancient nature of several introns and for
the role of exon-shuffling in the creation of proteins in
the progenote. From a philosophical perspective, the
‘‘introns-early’’ theory has matured to a more com-
plete, detailed theory that incorporates, in a con-
structive way, new data and evidence without losing its
main conceptual component: the ancient nature of
introns.
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